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ABSTRACT Mixed monolayers of the ganglioside GM1 and the lipid dipalmitoylphosphatidlycholine (DPPC) at air-water and
solid-air interfaces were investigated using various biophysical techniques to ascertain the location and phase behavior of the
ganglioside molecules in a mixed membrane. The effects induced by GM1 on the mean molecular area of the binary mixtures and
the phase behavior of DPPC were followed for GM1 concentrations ranging from 5 to 70 mol %. Surface pressure isotherms and
fluorescence microscopy imaging of domain formation indicate that at low concentrations of GM1 (,25 mol %), the monolayer
becomes continually more condensed than DPPC upon further addition of ganglioside. At higher GM1 concentrations (.25 mol %),
the mixed monolayer becomes more expanded or fluid-like. After deposition onto a solid substrate, atomic force microscopy
imaging of these lipid monolayers showed that GM1 and DPPC pack cooperatively in the condensed phase domain to form
geometrically packed complexes that are more ordered than either individual component as evidenced by a more extended total
height of the complex arising from a well-packed hydrocarbon tail region. Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction on the DPPC/GM1

binary mixture provides evidence that ordering can emerge when two otherwise fluid components are mixed together. The
addition of GM1 to DPPC gives rise to a unit cell that differs from that of a pure DPPC monolayer. To determine the region of the
GM1 molecule that interacts with the DPPC molecule and causes condensation and subsequent expansion of the monolayer,
surface pressure isotherms were obtained with molecules modeling the backbone or headgroup portions of the GM1 molecule.
The observed concentration-dependent condensing and fluidizing effects are specific to the rigid, sugar headgroup portion of
the GM1 molecule.

INTRODUCTION

Glycolipids, or lipid molecules containing sugar groups, are

present in most animal cell plasma membranes and are

thought to regulate various physiological events at the cell

surface. The most complex form of glycolipids are ganglio-

sides, which contain one or more negatively charged sialic

acid groups. Gangliosides are thought to play roles in a

number of cellular functions, including cell recognition and

adhesion (1–3), signal transduction (3), and cell growth

regulation (4). Although a minor component in most cells,

they constitute 5–10% of the total lipid mass in nerve cells

(5), and because they reside primarily on the outer leaflet of

the cell membrane, the external surfaces of certain cells

contain 10–20 mol % ganglioside. One of the most com-

monly studied gangliosides is GM1, a member of the glyco-

sphingolipid family that contains four neutral sugar groups

and one sialic acid residue (Fig. 1). The chemical and struc-

tural properties of GM1 and other glycolipids have been re-

viewed extensively (6).

Despite the abundance of glycolipids in the cell, little is

known about the lateral structural organization of glycolipids

in the outer leaflet of the biological membrane. Characteri-

zation of the two-dimensional organization of biological

membranes is an important issue that remains to be resolved

to understand the structure-function relationships of its com-

ponents. The raft hypothesis proposes that naturally occur-

ring lipids such as sphingomyelin, glycolipids, cholesterol,

and perhaps saturated phospholipids specifically aggregate in

the plane of the membrane, driven primarily by lipid-lipid

interactions (7). Although the presence and biological role of

lipid rafts, or ordered microdomains, in cell surface mem-

branes is still under debate, they are postulated to play im-

portant roles in membrane transport and signal transduction

(7,8). The current challenge is to determine how individual

lipid molecules interact with and affect each other as well as

transmembrane proteins to understand the principles behind

the structure and dynamics of cell membranes.

Because lipid rafts are implicated to be enriched in gan-

gliosides, as are calveolae, and 30–50 nm invaginations are

responsible for endocytosis in plasma membranes, under-

standing the role of ganglioside molecules in an ordered do-

main is important. Ganglioside GM1 is a surfactant molecule

with a bulky, sugar headgroup that cannot form pure bilayer

vesicles due to its molecular geometry; in monolayers formed

at the air-water interface, surface pressure versus molecular

area isotherms indicate that GM1 is completely fluid at all

surface pressures (9). When combined in specific ternary and

quaternary ‘‘lipid raft’’ type mixtures, GM1 resides in liquid

ordered domains (10). In imaging of giant unilamellar vesi-

cles, a low concentration of GM1 is a commonly used liquid
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ordered phase, or raft, marker when fluorescently labeled

cholera toxin is added to the system and binds to the gan-

gliosides (11). Therefore, certain specific intermolecular in-

teractions must occur between gangliosides and neighboring

phospholipids to cause the ‘‘fluid’’ molecule to preferentially

reside in ordered domains.

Within model membrane systems, conclusions about the

lateral organization of GM1 and its interactions with neigh-

boring phospholipids have been inconsistent, depending on

technique and the chosen model system. High-resolution

surface-sensitive techniques such as atomic force microscopy

(AFM) have been used to probe the formation of localized

submicron-sized domains in phosphatidylcholine (PC) mono-

layers with low concentrations of GM1 deposited on solid

supports (12–14). In these studies, GM1 was heterogeneously

distributed in the layer with clusters of GM1-rich domains

found in the gel phase PC domains. However, the lateral

organization of the ganglioside within the membrane as well

as the driving forces that cause this organization within the

phospholipid-GM1mixtures are not well established. Although

electron spin resonance (ESR) and freeze fraction studies

have implied that GM1 preferentially localized with gel state

lipids due to hydrogen bonding of the carbohydrate head-

groups (15,16), differential scanning calorimetry (17,18) and

freeze-etch electron microscopy measurements (18) are more

consistent with a random distribution of gangliosides. For

example, differential scanning calorimetry studies of PC

membranes with low concentration of ganglioside indicate

that phase separation of the components does not occur,

suggesting that ganglioside is completely miscible with PC

(17). In contrast, Delmelle et al. used ESR and spin-labeled

gangliosides to conclude that GM1 is randomly distributed in

the liquid crystalline state and clustered in the gel state (19).

Therefore, the question remains as to what happens to the

GM1 molecule when placed in a lipid raft-type mixture that

allows it to preside in a more condensed or ordered phase

than when it is in its pure form. The main motivation for this

work was to better understand the influence of GM1 on the

surrounding lipids and vice versa, by characterizing the phys-

ical behavior of a simple model system of zwitterionic lipid

dipalmitoylphosphatidlycholine (DPPC) and ganglioside GM1

monolayers. Lipid monolayers were used to model the outer

leaflet of a cellular bilayer membrane. Additionally, the use

of monolayers enabled us to test the full range of GM1 con-

centrations, from 0 to 100%, which can amplify any weak

ganglioside-lipid interactions that may be found at biologi-

cally relevant GM1 concentrations. Although mixtures with

.20 mol % GM1 will not be found within a cell membrane,

higher amounts of ganglioside allowed us to test and estab-

lish a molecular model of how DPPC interacts with GM1 at

lower, more realistic concentrations.

The behavior of the phospholipid-GM1 mixtures of various

mole ratios was initially analyzed in terms of surface pressure

versus molecular area isotherms and the resultant mean mo-

lecular areas at specific surface pressures. A curious result

followed that at low concentrations of GM1 (,25 mol %), the

mixedmonolayer was continually more condensed compared

to the pure individual constituent monolayers of DPPC and

GM1 (20). Upon further addition of GM1 beyond 25 mol %,

the expected expansion due to addition of the bulky, fluid

GM1 component began to take place. The monolayers were

also imaged with fluorescence microscopy (FM) during

isothermal compression, and resulting analysis of condensed

domain formation and percent surface area coverage sup-

ported the conclusion that addition of low concentrations of

GM1 leads to condensation of the DPPC monolayer followed

by fluidization at higher concentrations of ganglioside. Each

monolayer mixture was subsequently deposited from the air-

water interface onto a solid support, and AFM imaging was

performed to study the morphology and phase separation

with submicron resolution. Our results demonstrate that at

low concentrations, GM1 localizes in the condensed domains

of DPPC monolayers, preferentially clustering with neigh-

boring DPPC molecules to form a taller DPPC/GM1 region

FIGURE 1 Structure of the zwitterionic lipid DPPC, the ganglioside GM1, the ceramide 18:0CM, and the modified ceramide 16:0CM-EO16.
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where the molecules pack more tightly and have extended

headgroups and hydrocarbon tails. At higher concentrations

of GM1, the condensed domains are primarily composed of

these GM1-enriched condensed complexes, whereas excess

GM1 partitions to the fluid phase of the monolayer. Grazing

incidence x-ray diffraction, a technique that provides a mea-

sure of lateral organization within the monolayer, indicates

that the addition of a low concentration of the fluid compo-

nent, GM1, to a fluid monolayer of DPPC results in a film with

ordered domains; registry between the hydrocarbon tails is

induced by the presence of GM1. To determine the structural

aspect of the ganglioside molecule that is responsible for this

curious condensation effect, parallel isotherm experiments

were performed with analog molecules to delineate structural

features needed for the observed effect. The results indicate

the necessity of a rigid, bulky sugar headgroup for this con-

densation – fluidization behavior.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lipids and subphase

1,2-Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC), ganglioside GM1, n-stearoyl-
D-erythro-sphingosine (18:0 ceramide (CM)), and N-palmitoyl-sphingosine-

1-[succinyl(methoxy(polyethylene glycol)750] (C16 mPEG 750 CM or

CM-EO16) (Fig. 1) were obtained in powder form from Avanti Polar Lipids

(Alabaster, AL) and used without further purification. The fluorescent probe

used for visualization with FM was Texas Red-labeled 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-

sn-glycerol-3-phosphoethanolamine (TR-DHPE) (Molecular Probes, Eu-

gene, OR). Monolayer spreading solutions were prepared by dissolving in

either chloroform (high-performance liquid chromatography grade, Fisher

Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) (e.g., DPPC) or chloroform containing 10%

methanol (e.g., binary mixtures of DPPC and GM1) at a concentration of

0.2 mg/ml and adding 0.5 mol % of TR-DHPE. Lipid solutions were stored

at �20�C in glass vials. For all Langmuir trough experiments, the subphase

was ultra-pure water (resistivity $ 18 MVcm) processed by a Milli-Q ultra-

purification system (A-10 gradient, Millipore, Bedford, MA).

Instrument setup

Details of the Langmuir trough setup have been discussed previously (21,22).

Briefly, the setup consisted of a custom-made Teflon trough equippedwith two

Teflon barriers whose motions were precisely controlled by a pair of transla-

tional stages (UTM100, Newport, Irvine, CA) for symmetric compression or

expansion of monolayers at the air-water interface. A stationary Wilhelmy

balance (Riegler and Kirstein, Berlin, Germany) is used to measure surface

pressure. Subphase temperature was maintained within 0.5�C of the desired

temperature with a homebuilt control station composed of thermoelectric units

(Marlow Industries, Dallas, TX) joined to a heat sink held at 20�C by a Neslab

(Portsmouth, NH) RTE-100 water circulator. A piece of resistively heated

coverglass (Delta Technologies, Dallas, TX) was placed over the trough and

held at a temperature to suppress evaporative losses, minimize convective

currents, and prevent condensation of water on the microscope objective.

The trough assembly was fixed to a custom-built microscope stage to

allow simultaneous fluorescence microscopy with a 503 extra-long working

distance objective (Nikon Y-FL, Fryer, Huntley, IL). A high-pressure mer-

cury lamp (Osram Sylvania, Danvers, MA) was used for fluorescence ex-

citation and the emitted light was gathered with a dichroic mirror/filter cube

(Nikon HYQ Texas Red, Fryer). Images from the fluorescence microscope

were collected at a rate of 30 frames/s using a charge-coupled device camera

(Stanford Photonics, Palo Alto, CA), and recorded on a Sony digital vid-

eocassette with a recorder (Sony, B&H Photo-Video, New York, NY). This

assembly permits monolayer morphology to be observed over a large lateral

area while isotherm data are obtained. The entire assembly is mounted on a

vibration isolation table (Newport, Irvine, CA) and controlled by a custom

software interface written using LabView 6.1 (National Instruments, Dallas,

TX).

Lateral compression experiments

All experiments were performed at 30�C on pure water. The lipid monolayer

was spread by dropwise addition of the spreading solution on the water

surface, and the organic solvent was allowed to evaporate for 15 min. The

barriers were then compressed with a linear speed of 0.1 mm/s and isotherm

measurements in the form of surface pressure (mN/m) versus area per lipid

molecule (Å2/molecule) were taken at 1 s intervals until the system reached

its compression limit. The isotherm provides information about the phase

behavior of the monolayer as a function of lipid-packing density.

Fluorescence microscopy

During the course of all compression experiments, FM images of the surface

morphology were recorded on digital videotape. Due to steric hindrance, the

fluorescent molecule, TR-DHPE, partitions into the fluid region, rendering it

bright and the condensed phase dark, allowing phase information to be ex-

tracted (23).

Atomic force microscopy

Higher resolution imaging, i.e., submicron, of the various monolayers

transferred from the air-water interface was donewith AFM.After isothermal

compression at 30�C, lipid monolayers from the Langmuir trough were

transferred onto mica substrates by an inverse Langmuir-Schaefer transfer

technique similar to that in Lee et al. (24). A freshly cleaved mica substrate

was placed in a stainless steel apparatus with a surrounding 2 mm high

machined knife edge, and the entire setup placed on the bottom of the trough

where it remained submerged in the subphase throughout the compression

isotherm. At the desired surface pressure, the subphase was slowly aspirated

from the trough to lower the subphase level and the knife edge cut the

monolayer as the surface height lowered, preservingmonolayer morphology.

Drilled holes in the bottom of the steel piece allowed water to exit the

chamber completely until the monolayer was deposited on the mica surface.

Monolayermorphology before, during, and after transfer wasmonitored with

FM to ensure that the transfer process did not perturb the morphology of the

lipid film.

Lipid monolayers transferred to mica substrates were imaged at room

temperature using a Multimode Nanoscope IIIA scanning probe microscope

(Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) with a Type J scanner in contact

mode in air. Silicon nitride tips NP-S (Veeco Probes, Woodbury, NY) with a

nominal spring constant of 0.32 N/m were used; the surface of the tips was

decontaminated by ultraviolet-generated ozone before sampling (PSD-UV

Surface Decontamination System, Novascan, Ames, IA). Substrates were

also imaged in tappingmode in air using silicon tips (nominal spring constant

of 42 N/m) and minimal force to check for preservation of morphology after

imaging in contact mode. As no disruption was found, all substrates were

imaged in contact mode.

X-ray diffraction measurements

All synchrotron x-ray measurements were performed with the liquid surface

diffractometer (25–27) at the BW1 (undulator) beam line at HASYLAB,

DESY (Hamburg, Germany) with an incident x-ray wavelength of l; 1.30

Å. A thermostatted Langmuir trough, equipped with aWilhelmy balance and

a barrier for surface pressure control, was mounted on the diffractometer. The
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trough was enclosed in a sealed and thermostatted (T ¼ 30�C) canister

flushed with helium to achieve an oxygen level below 1%; this reduced the

scattering background and minimizes oxidative beam damage during x-ray

scans. As a further precaution against beam damage, the trough was trans-

lated by 0.025 mm horizontally across the x-ray beam, in the direction along

the barrier compression at every step of the scan. The dimensions of the

incoming x-ray beam footprint on the liquid surface were;2 mm3 50 mm.

X-ray scattering theory and the liquid diffractometer used here have been

described previously (26,28,29). Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD)

was carried out to obtain lateral ordering information of the samples. The

scattered intensity is measured by scanning over a range of horizontal scat-

tering vectors Qxy ; (4p/l)sin(2uxy/2), where 2uxy is the angle between the

incident and diffracted beam projected on the liquid surface. The GIXD

intensity resulting from a powder of two-dimensional (2D) crystallites can be

represented as Bragg peaks, resolved in the Qxy direction, by integrating the

scattered intensity over all the channels of the position-sensitive detector,

perpendicular to the interface defined as the Qz direction. The angular po-

sitions of the Bragg peaks determine the d-spacings, d ¼ 2p/Qxy (where the

Qxy is the position of the maximum of the Bragg peak) for the 2D lattice.

From the line widths of the peaks, it is possible to determine the 2D crys-

talline coherence length Lxy_hk, the average distance in the direction of the

reciprocal lattice vector Qxy_hk over which the ordering extends.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

DPPC/GM1 mixed monolayers

Isotherms of DPPC/GM1 monolayers

Surface pressure versus molecular area isotherms was mea-

sured for DPPC, GM1, and binary DPPC/GM1 monolayers at

the air-water interface at 30�C while concurrently imaging

with fluorescence microscopy. Fig. 2 shows the overlay of

the resulting isotherms. The pure DPPC isotherms are in

agreement with published data (30,31), and the phase tran-

sitions have been discussed extensively elsewhere (32,33).

DPPC goes through the expected gas (G)/liquid expanded

(LE) coexistence to lift off in LE phase at 95 Å2/molecule,

then a coexistence plateau where condensed (C) domains

start to form at ;20 mN/m, followed by a rapid rise in pres-

sure until the collapse of the monolayer. These phase changes

can be correlated with the FM images taken concurrently.

The isotherm for pure GM1 shows that it is expanded in

comparison to that of DPPC as GM1 lifts off at a higher area of

;140 Å2/mol, in agreement with published data (9). Ac-

cording to both isotherm and FM images, GM1 remains in the

LE phase up to collapse. The fluidity is due to the molecular

geometry of GM1 with a large headgroup stemming from the

steric repulsion of the four sugar groups coupled with elec-

trostatic repulsion of the negatively charged sialic acid (Fig.

1), which prevents the molecules from tightly packing. Re-

gardless of the amount of compression, the large headgroups

would not allow the narrower hydrocarbon tails to align to

form crystalline domains at this temperature.

In the case of binary mixtures of the individual compo-

nents, one can see that at low concentrations of GM1 (up to 20

mol %), the isotherms shift to the left of pure DPPC at liftoff,

suggesting that the addition of the GM1 molecule is having a

condensing effect. Our results are counterintuitive because

the ganglioside is fluid by itself, and one would expect it to

fluidize the DPPC monolayer, as in the case of adding an

unsaturated, fluid lipid to DPPC (34). Further addition of

ganglioside (.30% GM1) shifts the liftoff to a higher average

area per molecule. In terms of mean area per molecule, the

pure DPPC isotherm is most similar to that of a 5:5 DPPC/

GM1 mixture; regardless of the addition of a molecule with a

bulky, sterically hindered headgroup, the average area per

molecule of these two systems at liftoff is equivalent.

A correlation in the surface pressure at which the con-

densed C domains form as a function of the DPPC/GM1 ratio

is established by the surface pressure of the plateau in the

FIGURE 2 (A) Monolayer compression isotherms of pure DPPC, pure

GM1, and binary mixtures of 9:1, 8:2, 7:3, 6:4, 5:5, 4:6, and 3:7 mol ratio

DPPC/GM1 at 30�C (B) Surface pressure at which condensed (C) domains

appear in monolayers composed of DPPC and GM1, plotted as a function of

GM1 concentration. Domains were visualized using fluorescence microscopy

with the TR-DHPE probe partitioning into the more fluid phase.
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isotherm in Fig. 2 B. The strong dependence on the ratio of

components of the binary mixture can be seen plotted in Fig.

2 B, where there is an apparent minimum at ;75:25 (or 3:1)

DPPC/GM1; subsequent addition of GM1 leads to a higher

surface pressure at which condensed domains nucleate. Be-

cause the determination of surface pressure at which domains

form has inherent experimental error, the ‘‘turnaround’’ re-

gion is relatively flat from 8:2 to 7:3 DPPC/GM1. This region

of minimum surface pressure indicates that this binary mix-

ture can pack in a most compact fashion with a stoichiometry

of ;3 DPPC molecules to 1 ganglioside, suggestive of a

preferred type of molecular packing due to geometrical

constraints of each molecule, which we will now refer to as

geometric complex formation.

To determine how the individual components of DPPC

and GM1 are interacting with one another in the mixture, one

pertinent parameter is the evolution of mean molecular areas

with the monolayer composition at a given surface pressure

(35). Fig. 3 A shows the plot of the experimental mean mo-

lecular area at 10, 20, and 30 mN/m versus the percentage of

GM1 in the DPPC/GM1 monolayer. This so-called ‘‘additiv-

ity’’ plot can indicate possible deviations from ideal mixing.

At each surface pressure, the straight line represents ‘‘ideal

mixtures’’ with the theoretical area, Amix, given by the ad-

ditivity equation

Amix ¼ XGM1AGM1 1ADPPCð1� XGM1Þ; (1)

where XGM1 is the molar fraction of GM1, and AGM1 and

ADPPC are the mean molecular areas of GM1 and DPPC,

respectively, at the corresponding surface pressure, estimated

from isotherms of their respective pure monolayers. If the

additivity plot follows the ideal mixing line, this indicates a

miscible or completely homogenous film where the compo-

nents mix but do not interact. It can also indicate that the two

components are immiscible, essentially patches of one com-

ponent in a monolayer of the other. Deviations from the ideal

mixing line are evidence of miscibility with molecular inter-

actions between the components.

The average molecular areas in Fig. 3 A clearly show that

the binary mixtures of DPPC and GM1 are at a smaller mo-

lecular area or more condensed compared to the ideal system.

This indicates specific condensing molecular interactions be-

tween the components upon mixing. The binary mixture with

the furthest deviation from ideal occurs between 20 mol %

and 30 mol % of GM1. If one assumes that the most con-

densed monolayer is a product of DPPC forming a geometric

complex or tight packing with GM1 in an ;3:1 ratio, any

further addition of GM1 to the system would result in GM1 in

excess, and therefore phase separate out of the system. Fig. 3

B shows an additivity plot where the two components in the

binary mixture are defined as 7:3 DPPC/GM1 and GM1, and it

can be seen that in this estimation, the components mix

ideally—that is, the additivity plot follows the straight ideal

mixing line. To ascertain the stoichiometry of the condensed

geometric complex, additivity lines were plotted assuming

each of the intermediate concentrations from 8:2 to 7:3 was

pure, and the 7:3 case followed the ideal mixing curve best.

To determine the type of ideal mixing (miscible without in-

teraction versus completely immiscible) of the 7:3 DPPC/

GM1 and excess GM1 system, one can use the surface phase

rule developed by Crisp, defined by Eq. 2 for a mixed

monolayer at constant temperature and external pressure:

F ¼ CB 1CS � PB � q1 1; (2)

where F is the number of degrees of freedom, CB ¼ 2 the

number of components in bulk, CS ¼ 2 the number of com-

ponents confined to the surface, PB ¼ 3 the number of bulk

FIGURE 3 Mean area per molecule in mixed monolayers of DPPC and

GM1 at surface pressures of 10, 20, and 30 mN/m. The solid lines represent

values calculated by the additivity rule and correspond to ideal mixtures.

Dashed lines are added to guide the eye. (A) Mean area per molecule plotted

as a function of the percentage of GM1 in the monolayer. (B) Mean area per

molecule assuming that 7:3 DPPC/GM1 and GM1 are the ‘‘pure’’ compo-

nents plotted as a function of ‘‘uncomplexed’’ GM1. See text for details.
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phases, and q is the number of surface phases in equilibrium

(35). Use of the rule indicates that in the case of a miscible

monolayer where q ¼ 1, there is one degree of freedom;

therefore, collapse pressure will vary with composition. In an

immiscible monolayer, q ¼ 2 or F ¼ 0, which indicates

collapse will occur at a fixed pressure corresponding to the

component with lower equilibrium spreading pressure. Based

on nonconstant collapse pressures as a function of ganglio-

side concentration as seen in Fig. 2 A, it is clear that the

components, a 7:3 DPPC/GM1 geometric complex and sub-

sequent excess GM1, are miscible and noninteracting.

Fluorescence microscopy images of DPPC/GM1 monolayers

Surface pressure measurements give information about phase

behavior averaged over the entire monolayer surface, and

should be complemented by direct observation of the mono-

layer morphology. Fluorescence microscopy is a means to

visually determine the phase behavior within a monolayer. A

0.5 mol percentage of head-labeled lipid dye, TR-DHPE, is

added to eachmonolayer. The bulky headgroup prefers the LE

region due to steric effects (23); therefore, C domains are dark

and the LE or disordered phase is bright. Fig. 4 shows a series

of DPPC/GM1 monolayer FM micrographs at 20 mN/m. For

each image, a light/dark threshold was set and the area percent

of dark phase was found as shown in Table 1. A small addition

of ganglioside has a remarkable effect on the morphology of

the condensed DPPC domains, causing them to be larger and

adopt a more ‘‘flower-like’’ shape. The total area percentage

of condensed phase is highest for the 75:25 DPPC/GM1 mix-

ture, which correlates well with the monolayer being most

condensed near this ratio. On either side of this value, there is a

larger amount of LE phase until a GM1 concentration higher

than 4:6 DPPC/GM1, at which point the monolayer is in a

homogenous bright phase, given the optical resolution of the

FM setup, up to its collapse pressure. The relative sizes of the

C domains echo this condensation behavior as monolayers

with the highest area percent of dark phase also contain the

largest C domains on the order of 20 mm in diameter.

Atomic force microscopy of DPPC/GM1 monolayers

Although FM allows for imaging surface morphology with

the bright phase arising from where the probe molecule re-

sides, it does not provide any detailed molecular level in-

formation about the location of individual molecules in each

phase. To gain insight on a submicron length scale about the

molecular organization within the C domains, AFM was

performed on deposited monolayers of pure DPPC and pure

GM1 as well as binary mixtures of the two at varying mole

ratios. Deposition was performed at 30 mN/m from a water

subphase onto a mica substrate via an inverse Langmuir-

Schaefer technique (24) with this pressure chosen because it

is the approximate bilayer equivalent pressure (36). The

monolayers were imaged with fluorescence microscopy be-

fore, during, and after deposition to ensure that membrane

morphology was preserved. Each deposited monolayer

sample was imaged using AFM contact mode in air. Samples

were also imaged in tapping mode in air, and afforded the

same results.

A deposited monolayer of pure DPPC (Fig. 5 A1) shows no
evidence of a large-scale phase separation typically seen at

lower pressures with large, micron-sized condensed domains

in coexistence with the surrounded LE phase (13). This is

because at ;23 mN/m, there is roughening at the boundary

between the LE and C phases, arising from an edge instability

caused by differing elastic properties of the two phases (37).

FIGURE 4 Fluorescence images of mixed DPPC/GM1 monolayers at a surface pressure of 20 mN/m. (A) 100:0. (B) 9:1. (C) 8:2. (D) 75:25. (E) 7:3. (F) 6:4.

(G) 5:5. (H) 4:6.

TABLE 1 Surface area coverage of condensed domains as a

function of lipid monolayer composition

Lipid composition Domain surface area (% of total field)

DPPC 11

9:1 DPPC/GM1 66

8:2 DPPC/GM1 76

75:25 DPPC/GM1 78

7:3 DPPC/GM1 65

6:4 DPPC/GM1 38

5:5 DPPC/GM1 18

4:6 DPPC/GM1 0
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The roughening can be seen with FM as a graying of the

interstitial region between domains due to the formation of

narrow protrusions beyond the resolution of optical micros-

copy from the domain boundaries. As the surface pressure

increases, the domain boundaries blur and appear to fuse

together (data not shown). The resulting deposited mono-

layer is composed of intricate patterns of C domain stripes

interspersed with LE phase. The section analysis inset in Fig.

5 A1 supports this with a height difference of ;0.8 nm be-

tween the two phases, consistent with that reported in the

literature (38). A DPPC monolayer deposited at 30 mN/m,

but at a lower temperature of 25�C, will have gone through
this instability at a lower pressure and give rise to a sheet of

condensed domain upon deposition (14). To determine the

total height of the deposited DPPC monolayer for comparison

with other systems, a 150 nm3 150 nm square area ofmaterial

was removed with an AFM tip using a high force and scan rate

(dark square at the center of Fig. 5 A2). The section analysis

indicates that the total height of the DPPC monolayer in the

more condensed and therefore taller phase is ;2.4 nm.

Fig. 5 B shows two micrographs for a pure monolayer of

GM1 deposited at 30 mN/m from a water subphase. Though

the corresponding monolayer at the air-water interface in the

Langmuir trough shows uniform brightness according to FM

measurements, indicating a homogeneous LE phase, the

deposited sample is heterogeneous with two heights differing

FIGURE 5 AFM topographic images of (A1 and A2) DPPC and (B1 and B2) GM1 monolayers transferred at 30 mN/m (z-scale 5 nm). Section analysis insets

show height differences among the sections (note: lighter in color corresponds to greater height). The dark hole in image (A2) DPPC and (B2) GM1 is a

scratched area where the local material was removed by rapidly scanning (20 Hz) a 150 3 150 nm2 square at high force with the AFM tip. Resulting section

analysis insets indicate the total height of the monolayer.
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by ;0.7 nm (see line scan inset of Fig. 5 B1). Using AFM,

it is difficult to determine if this morphology occurs at the air-

water interface, but GIXD studies on GM1 monolayers indi-

cate a lack of large-scale ordered phase ((39); S. L. Frey,

unpublished data), indicating it is likely to be an artifact of the

deposition process. Based on the lack of C domain formation

as seen via the isotherm or FM, the height difference between

the two components may arise from patches of the monolayer

being forced to align hydrocarbon tails upon deposition due

to the cross-sectional area mismatch between the headgroup

and the flexible tail region. In certain cases, deposition of a

fluid monolayer onto a solid substrate can result in islands of

condensed domains (40). Though it has been suggested that

these condensed domains may exist on the water surface but

are not detected due to the resolution of fluorescence mi-

croscopy, in the case of GM1, it is more likely an artifact of the

monolayer transfer process due to the geometry of the mol-

ecule. Fig. 5 B2 is a micrograph of pure GM1 where material

has been scratched off at the center to reveal a total height of

the deposited GM1 molecules to be ;2.7 nm. Therefore, a

deposited GM1 molecule is only 0.3 nm taller in height than

the condensed phase of DPPC, even with its bulky sugar

headgroup that measures ;1 nm longer than DPPC when

fully extended (41). This is likely due to the deposition

process affecting the alignment of the bulky sugar group

away from a perpendicular orientation, resulting in a reduc-

tion in the overall thickness of the film and also causing the

formation of domains upon deposition.

The addition of a small amount of ganglioside to a DPPC

monolayer to obtain a 9:1 DPPC/GM1 mixture has a dramatic

effect on the micron-scale morphology. In agreement with

the FM image in Fig. 4 B, there are well-defined flower-

shaped C domains surrounded by a heterogeneous LE phase

(Fig. 6 A). Upon closer inspection, the C domains are also

heterogeneous (Fig. 6 B). Within the domain, there is a stri-

ped region of ‘‘worm-like’’ structures where the bright phase

is ;1 nm taller than the surrounding lipid. Toward the edge

of the condensed domain region, the striped phase becomes

more globular and ends with a ‘‘fence’’ built by material (;1

nm taller, noted by the black arrow in Fig. 6 A) at the edge of
the domain. This basic morphology is seen in all of the

condensed domains of the deposited 9:1 DPPC/GM1 mono-

layers. Our results demonstrate that GM1 preferentially re-

sides in the more ordered condensed phase and that it

distributes in clusters. The area of the stripes encompasses

;40% of the C domain, and this area is larger than could be

explained by the 10 mol % of GM1. Though this could pos-

sibly be due in part to domain broadening stemming from the

10 nm radius of the AFM tip, the increase in area is better

explained by DPPC clustering with neighboring GM1 mole-

cules and contributing to the taller height region. The total

height of the tallest, bright phase is ;3 nm as shown in the

section analysis of Fig. 6 C, where a small section of material

was removed with the AFM tip at high scan rate and force.

Note that this is taller than either individual component

molecule (DPPC, 2.4 nm; GM1, 2.7 nm) under similar de-

position conditions.

Further addition of GM1 to form a 7:3 DPPC/GM1 depos-

ited monolayer shows changes to the global morphology with

roughly circular condensed domains ;15 mm in diameter

interspersed in a heterogeneous LE-type phase (Fig. 7 A1).
By focusing on an area by the highly corrugated domain edge

(Fig. 7 A2), it can be shown that the condensed domain is

primarily composed of a single material, the highest in the

micrograph. Scratching a section of material within the

condensed domain gave the total height to be;3.7 nm (inset
in Fig. 7 A3). The heterogeneous LE phase is composed of

two heights: one equivalent to the highest component (3.7

nm) in the C domain whereas the other is;2 nm in height (or

;1.7 nm lower).

A deposited monolayer of 5:5 DPPC/GM1 has ;8 mm
condensed domains in a monolayer dominated by a hetero-

geneous (composed of three height components) LE phase

(Fig. 7 B). Though smaller in diameter, the condensed do-

mains are similar in morphology to those found in the 7:3

DPPC/GM1 mixture; the material also has a total single height

of 3.7 nm (see inset in Fig. 7 B3). The LE phase contains

materials of three heights. The highest is 3.7 nm, which

corresponds to the same height as the material found in the

condensed domain. The lowest material is 2.0 nm in height,

roughly round in shape and 250 nm in diameter. The inter-

mediate height material is 2.7 nm and constitutes the major

morphological difference between the 7:3 and 5:5 DPPC/

GM1 as well as other binary mixtures with higher ganglioside

content. As obvious from our AFM results, the addition of

ganglioside GM1 to DPPC monolayers has a profound effect

on the molecular arrangements and morphology of the layer.

GIXD spectra of DPPC/GM1 monolayers

X-ray scattering experiments were performed on DPPC, GM1,

and various binary mixtures under the same experimental

conditions used for isotherm measurements. GIXD measure-

ments provide in-plane structural information on the ordered,

diffracting portion of the monolayer. For lipid monolayers,

only the alkyl tails are in-plane ordered and therefore are the

source of the diffraction signal (28). At a low surface pressure

of 15 mN/m and a temperature of 30�C, neither of the pure

components of DPPC and GM1 exhibits any Bragg peaks,

indicating the lack of any lipid in-plane ordering (Fig. 8 A, top
and bottom curves). However, when the two components are

mixed in various mole fractions at 15 mN/m, resulting scat-

tering from the monolayer shows Bragg peaks (Fig. 8 A). This
indicates that DPPC and GM1, though disordered in the pure

state, combine and laterally arrange at the surface to formmore

tightly packed layers with in-plane order in the aliphatic chains.

At a low, biologically relevant concentration of GM1, as in the

95:5 DPPC/GM1 case, there are two resolvable Bragg peaks

(a broad peak with a maximum at Qxy ; 1.36 Å�1 and a

sharper peakwith amaximumatQxy; 1.475 Å�1 corresponding
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to d-spacings of 4.62 Å and 4.26 Å, respectively), indicating

a distorted hexagonal unit cell formed by the hydrocarbon

tails. For the distorted 2D hexagonal unit cell, the cell unit

vectors ah and bh have the same length and the angle between

them is g 6¼ 120�. Upon further addition of ganglioside, the

GIXD spectra become more complex with GM1 further con-

densing the DPPC molecules while also altering the packing

parameters. At a higher ganglioside concentration of 75:25

DPPC/GM1, the integrated intensity of the Bragg peaks is

highest relative to the other mixtures, indicating the highest

area percent of condensed, ordered phase within the x-ray

footprint. Additionally, the single peak at Qxy ; 1.36 Å�1

seen in the 95:5 mixture becomes two resolvable peaks for

75:25 DPPC/GM1; the system thus gives a total of three

Bragg peaks, indicating that the 75:25 DPPC/GM1 unit cell

becomes oblique. For the oblique 2D hexagonal unit cell, the

cell unit vectors ah and bh have different lengths and the angle
between them is g 6¼ 120�. Two broad Bragg peaks (similar

to the 95:5 case) are observed from a 6:4 DPPC/GM1 film, but

the integrated intensity and therefore the area coverage of

condensed domains are low compared to the 75:25 mixture.

To estimate the degree of lateral order induced by GM1,

GIXD spectra of pure DPPC and 75:25 DPPC/GM1 are

shown at 23 and 30 mN/m, and have been offset vertically for

clarity (Fig. 8 B). At 23 and 30 mN/m and the temperature of

30�C, GM1 is completely fluid, exhibiting no Bragg peaks

FIGURE 6 AFM topographic images of 9:1 DPPC/GM1 monolayers transferred at 30 mN/m (z-scale 5 nm). (A) Morphology at edge of a condensed domain.

Fence of material (;1 nm taller than surroundings) indicated by black arrow. (B) Image recorded by zooming into the condensed domain region marked with a

white arrow in image A. Section analysis inset shows relative height difference between stripes of material. (C) Region near edge of condensed domain. The

dark hole is a scratched area where the local material was removed by rapidly scanning (20 Hz) a 150 nm square at high force with the AFM tip. Resulting

section analysis inset indicates the total height of the monolayer components.
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(data not shown). At 23 and 30 mN/m, pure DPPC has two

Bragg peaks, indicating a distorted hexagonal unit cell formed

by hydrocarbon tails. Addition of GM1 to a DPPC monolayer

alters the packing of the aliphatic chain unit cell. Unlike the

two peaks observed in pure DPPC, the 75:25 DPPC/GM1

mixture has three clearly resolved Bragg peaks, arising from a

definitive oblique lattice. The corresponding full widths at

half-maximum of the Bragg peaks are inversely proportional

to the coherence length of the crystalline order according to the

Scherrer formula (42). In the case of the binary mixture, the

full widths at half-maximum are narrower, compared to

DPPC, indicating that addition of GM1 causes the ordered

domains to be larger and composed of a greater number of

molecules. As can be seen from Fig. 8 B, the integrated in-

tensity of Bragg peaks of this 75:25 DPPC/ GM1 binary mix-

ture is more than twice that of the single component DPPC

FIGURE 7 AFM topographic images

of (A) 7:3 and (B) 5:5 DPPC/GM1 mon-

olayers transferred at 30 mN/m (z-scale

5 nm). (1) Global morphology. (2) Im-

age recorded by zooming into the re-

gion at the edge of a condensed domain

marked with an arrow in image 1. Sec-

tion analysis insets show relative height

differences among membrane compo-

nents. (3) Region in middle (A) or edge

(B) of condensed domain. The dark hole

is a scratched area where the local ma-

terial was removed by rapidly scanning

(20 Hz) a 150 nm square at high force

with the AFM tip. Resulting section

analysis insets indicate the total height

of the monolayer components.
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monolayer. A detailed analysis of the x-ray diffraction and

reflectivity data including the fits that result in a molecular

model will be the subject of a separate study.

Modeling GM1 structure

In comparison to the structure of a phospholipid, a GM1 mol-

ecule is unique with a CM backbone, and a relatively rigid,

bulky, water-soluble headgroup composed of various sugars

and a negatively charged sialic acid. To determine the region

of the ganglioside molecule that gives rise to its unique mixing

behavior with DPPC in monolayers, the backbone was mod-

eled using CM (Fig. 1), which is essentially GM1 without its

headgroup. Additionally, the bulky headgroup was modeled

with CM-EO16 (Fig. 1), a molecule with the same CM back-

bone as GM1 but with a covalently attached polyethylene oxide

chain that serves as a bulky but flexible headgroup to model

steric interactions. The polymer chain of CM-EO16 has a ra-

dius of gyration similar to that of the GM1 headgroup, but it

lacks both the rigidity and the electrostatic interactions (EO is

uncharged) of the ganglioside headgroup.

Isotherms of DPPC/CM

Surface pressure versus molecular area isotherms were

measured for binary mixtures of DPPC and CM (Fig. 9 A)
while concurrently imaging with fluorescence microscopy.

Pure DPPC behaves as described earlier. At a high area per

molecule and surface pressure of 0 mN/m, CM is in a G/C

phase coexistence until the isotherm lifts off at ;45 Å2/

molecule, at which point the monolayer is completely con-

densed and remains so until collapse at 45 mN/m. At 30�C,
CM is solid at all appreciable surface pressures whereas GM1

is fluid, suggestive of the dominant role of the bulky sugar

headgroup in determining the phase behavior of the gangli-

oside monolayer.

The isotherms for the mixed DPPC/CM films fall between

those of the two pure surfactant monolayers, with the addi-

tion of CM lowering the mean area per molecule in all cases,

such that the higher the mole fraction of CM, the more

condensed the film. This is reflected in the FM images of the

binary mixtures where C domains exist at a surface pressure

of 0 mN/m for all DPPC/CM ratios (data not shown). The

surface pressure plateau that occurs in mixtures of low CM

concentration (#25%) does not correlate with the formation

of condensed domains, but rather with the edge instability of

DPPC caused by differing elastic properties of the two phases

(37). The roughening seen with FM is an array of chiral

spikes from the condensed domains into the interstitial region

until the domains appear to fuse together (data not shown). At

higher concentrations of CM, the plateau and edge instability

arising from DPPC are absent.

In contrast to the DPPC/GM1 mixtures, the isotherms with

CM have no turnaround point that would indicate a crossover

from condensation to fluidization of the monolayer. Fig. 9 B
shows the plot of the experimental mean molecular area at 10,

20, and 30 mN/m versus the percentage of CM in the DPPC/

CM monolayer with the straight line representing ‘‘ideal

mixtures’’ as described earlier in Eq. 1. At the lower surface

pressures of 10 and 20 mN/m, the average molecular areas

indicate that the binary mixtures are at a smaller area per

molecule or condensed compared to ideal mixing. At 30 mN/

m, however, all DPPC/CM mixtures behave ideally and are

shown to be miscible and noninteracting via the Crisp surface

phase rule (Eq. 2) (35). Though the additivity plots indicate

FIGURE 8 Background subtracted GIXD

data on a water subphase at 30�C for DPPC,

GM1, and various binary mixtures display-

ing Bragg peaks. (A) 100:0 (squares), 95:5

(sideways triangles), 75:25 (triangles), 6:4

(inverted triangles), and 0:100 DPPC/GM1

(diamonds) at 15mN/m. For clarity, the data

have been offset vertically. Note the two

pure components have no Bragg peaks,

indicating a lack of in-plane order in the

tail region. (B) Comparison of DPPC (open

triangles) and 75:25 DPPC/GM1 (squares)

at 23 (lower panel) and 30 mN/m (upper
panel) to show the difference in type and

degree of ordering. For clarity, the data at the

two pressures have been offset vertically.
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molecular interactions among the individual components,

addition of CM to DPPC is shown to condense the monolayer

in all cases. This indicates that for the condensing effect

observed in the DPPC/CM system, the role that CM plays is

quite different from that of the fluid surfactant, GM1 in the

DPPC/GM1 system. Unlike the binary mixture of DPPC and

GM1 where the latter is the fluid surfactant, CM is the less

fluid component in its binary mixture with DPPC, which

serves to better condense a DPPC phospholipid layer.

Isotherms of DPPC/CM-EO16

Surface pressure versus molecular area isotherms was mea-

sured for binary mixtures of DPPC and CM-EO16 at 30�C

(Fig. 10 A) while concurrently imaging with fluorescence

microscopy. An EO16 polymer chain has a Flory radius of

gyration of ;1 nm in its expanded coil or mushroom con-

figurations (Rf ¼ aN3/5, where a is the size of the monomer

unit and N is the number of monomers), which is similar to

the size of an extended GM1 headgroup (39,41). A monolayer

of CM-EO16 has a liftoff from a G/LE coexistence to LE

phase at an area per molecule of ;750 Å2/molecule. When

the PEGylated molecules are at low density at the interface,

the 16 subunit polymer chain attached to the CM backbone is

surface-active (43), energetically stable at the air-water in-

terface, and contributes to the high surface area of the mol-

ecule at liftoff. At high surface pressures (P. 30 mN/m), the

lateral interactions of the polymer chains are not evident in

the pressure isotherm, as isotherms with different amounts of

CM- EO16 almost all collapse to a single curve in this surface

pressure regime. At this point, the polymer is in a brush

conformation, with the chains completely submerged in the

water subphase. Though a plateau is not readily apparent in

the isotherm, FM imaging shows that CM-EO16 forms C do-

mains at 13 mN/m that are small and sparse (data not shown).

Fig. 10 B shows the surface pressure at which C domains

appear for the binary mixtures. This value decreases linearly

from that of DPPC (domains form at 21 mN/m) until 40%

CM-EO16, above which the C domain formation pressure

remains constant at;13 mN/m. Fig. 10C displays the plot of

the experimental mean molecular area at 10, 20, and 30 mN/

m versus the percentage of CM-EO16 in the DPPC/CM-EO16

monolayer with the straight line representing ‘‘ideal mix-

tures’’ as described by Eq. 1. At all surface pressures and

mixture ratios, DPPC/CM-EO16 follows the additivity line,

indicating ideal mixing; the components appear to be mis-

cible as evidenced by the changing morphology of C do-

mains, from fairly DPPC-looking domains at low CM-EO16

concentration, to domains with spiky ‘‘petals’’ emanating

from the center, resembling a poinsettia flower at 6:4 DPPC/

CM-EO16, to an even more spiky domain shape at 4:6 DPPC/

CM-EO16 as observed by FM (data not shown). Due to the

compression ratio of the Langmuir trough, monolayers with

a high concentration of CM-EO16 were spread to a surface

area smaller than that of liftoff to allow access to the high

pressure regime of the isotherm. Even with this precaution,

the collapse pressure could not be reached in some cases.

Therefore, analysis of miscibility based on collapse pressure

could not be done. Our results indicate that the attachment of

a flexible polymer headgroup to a CM backbone does not rep-

licate the phase behavior effect of the ganglioside on DPPC,

suggesting that the observed effects with GM1 are specific to

the rigid sugar groups and sialic acid residue present.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Data from numerous biophysical assays on DPPC/GM1

monolayers have been presented to show how GM1 affects

lateral ordering and phase behavior in DPPC monolayers.

FIGURE 9 (A) Monolayer compression isotherms of pure DPPC, pure

CM, and binary mixtures of 9:1, 85:15, 75:25, 6:4, 5:5, and 25:75 mol ratio

DPPC/CM at 30�C (B) Mean area per molecule in mixed monolayers of

DPPC and CM at surface pressures of 10, 20, and 30 mN/m plotted as a

function of the percentage of CM in the monolayer. The solid lines represent

values calculated by the additivity rule and correspond to ideal mixtures.

Dashed lines are added to guide the eye.
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Analysis of isotherms shows that at 30�C, a pure DPPC

monolayer has a coexistence plateau at ;20 mN/m where C

domains start to form, creating a LE/C coexistence. Ac-

cording to the isotherm and obtained FM images, GM1 re-

mains in the LE phase up to collapse. It should be noted that a

slight shoulder at 40 mN/m is seen in our isotherm taken at

30�C, and at ;25 mN/m in lower temperature (23�C) iso-
therms (44), but surface potential measurements have at-

tributed this to changes of electrostatic interactions among

the charged headgroups, not formation of ordered domains

(44). Additionally, grazing incidence x-ray diffraction of a

pure GM1 monolayer at 23�C and 40 mN/m provides an in-

plane coherence length of 50 6 10 Å, indicating small

crystalline domains only on the order of a fewmolecules even

for a highly compressed GM1 monolayer at lower tempera-

tures than used in this work (39). The addition of a low

concentration of GM1 to a DPPC monolayer results in a bi-

nary mixture that is more condensed than either individual

component. This is based on the mean area per molecule at

liftoff from the G-LE phase and the surface pressure at which

condensed domains form. Previous work performed on these

systems revealed a similar condensation effect of DPPC

monolayers and bilayers on water upon addition of a low

concentration of GM1 (44–46), but the observed condensing

effects differ from the effects reported for DPPC/GM1 mono-

layers run on a buffered subphase where expansion is seen

(47). Based on the characterization of the C domains, the

pressure they form, and the percent area coverage at a specific

surface pressure, the monolayer appears to be most con-

densed at a ratio of ;75:25 DPPC/GM1. This minimum in

area per molecule (or maximum in density) indicates that

DPPC and GM1 molecules pack most tightly at a set stoi-

chiometry, suggesting the formation of a type of DPPC/GM1

complex, packed by geometric constraints, and more con-

densed than the individual components. If the ratio of three

DPPCmolecules to one GM1 molecule was necessary to form

a mixed, well packed complex, the monolayer would actually

be composed of a binary mixture of DPPC/GM1 geometric

complexes and excess DPPC at low concentrations of GM1.

On the other hand, at higher GM1 concentration, the system

would effectively be a binary mixture of DPPC/GM1 geo-

metric complexes and excess GM1.

These conclusions are supported by AFM submicron

imaging of deposited monolayers used to visualize mono-

layer morphology and height information of each component

to determine the location of molecular species within the

layer. The micrographs of the deposited monolayers provide

evidence of DPPC forming more tightly packed phases with

GM1. The addition of GM1 to a DPPC monolayer has marked

effects on both the global and local morphology of the film.

Previous scanned probe microscopy experiments for DPPC/

GM1 mixtures with a low (up to 10%) GM1 concentration

deposited at room temperature display a similar heteroge-

neous morphology (12–14). In those cases, the C domains

were found to be enriched in GM1, but little analysis of the

FIGURE 10 (A) Monolayer compression isotherms of pure DPPC, pure

CM-EO16, and binary mixtures of 95:5, 9:1, 8:2, 6:4, and 4:6 mol ratio

DPPC/CM-EO16 at 30�C. CM-EO16 was deposited at a surface pressure of

5 mN/m. (B) Surface pressure at which condensed (C) domains appear in

monolayers composed of DPPC and CM-EO16, plotted as a function of CM-

EO16 concentration. (C) Mean area per molecule in mixed monolayers of

DPPC and CM-EO16 at surface pressures of 10, 20, and 30 mN/m plotted as

a function of the percentage of CM-EO16 in the monolayer. The solid lines

represent values calculated by the additivity rule and correspond to ideal

mixtures. Dashed lines are added to guide the eye.
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phenomena was provided. In a mixed monolayer with a low

mole percentage of ganglioside (9:1 DPPC/GM1), GM1 in-

duces the formation of well-defined 10 mm diameter C do-

mains surrounded by a more fluid, LE phase. In the 9:1

DPPC/GM1 monolayer, there is significant heterogeneity

within the large condensed domains. There are stripes of

material 1 nm taller than the surroundings in the center of the

domain, and a ‘‘fence’’ of taller material is observed near the

edge of the domain. The fluid LE phase was similar in

morphology to the LE phase of a DPPC monolayer when

deposited at lower pressures before the domain edge insta-

bility. Removal of a small area of material with the AFM tip

reveals that the bright stripes within the condensed domain of

a 9:1 DPPC/GM1 monolayer are 3 nm in height, taller than

either pure component; DPPC measured 2.4 nm and GM1 2.7

nm under the same deposition conditions.

The high molecular area of GM1 found through isotherms

and its reduced height compared to that determined by a

simple molecular model of 3.7 nm are expected, considering

the structure of the GM1 headgroup. The head of GM1 is a

branched, highly hydrated oligosaccharide with a net nega-

tive charge (Fig. 1); an electrostatic repulsion is thus expected

among the headgroups. This suggests that the packing of the

GM1 molecules is mainly limited by the headgroup, which

maintains a large cross-sectional area at high surface pres-

sure. Even after the headgroups are compressed, there re-

mains ample space for the alkyl tails to assume large tilt

angles relative to the surface normal. Infrared reflection ab-

sorption spectroscopy experiments have shown that the GM1

acyl chains are tilted at the air-water interface by an angle of

37� at 30 mN/m (48). Based on the height and percent area of

the striped phase within the condensed domains (both larger

than predicted for a 9:1 DPPC/GM1 ideally mixed layer), we

propose that DPPC is serving as a spacer molecule pre-

dominantly between the tail regions of the GM1 molecules in

the condensed phase as shown in Fig. 11. This allows the

bulky sugar headgroups of GM1 to interact via hydrogen

bonding while the DPPCmolecules fill the empty space in the

lipid hydrocarbon tail region, reducing molecular tilt and

leading to a taller monolayer cross section. Height differ-

ences in the AFM micrographs can also be explained by this

model, as the condensed domain striped phase is composed

of DPPC/GM1 geometric complexes in coexistence with

condensed DPPC domains whereas the lowest height in the

LE region arises from the fluid DPPC. Preliminary analysis of

x-ray reflectivity measurements, which provides a measure of

electron density distribution perpendicular to the air-water

interface, and therefore molecular length, on these mixed

systems supports this conclusion of a taller mixed monolayer

compared to the pure component heights (S. L. Frey, un-

published data). It has been shown previously that order can

be induced in a DPPC monolayer by hexadecanol and pal-

mitic acid, molecules of certain geometry that can act as

space-filling molecules and reduce DPPC tail tilt stemming

from a head-tail area mismatch, but the mixed monolayer is

never more condensed than each pure component (49). In our

case, at low surface pressures, both individual components of

DPPC and GM1 are fluid due to the mismatch of cross-sec-

tional areas of the head and tail region (Fig. 12 A). When

combined in a binary mixture, the DPPC molecules can fill

the void volume between the GM1 molecules, causing align-

ment in the hydrocarbon chain region and therefore decreas-

ing the tail tilt of both species (Fig. 12 B). Upon deposition,

the DPPC molecules in a well-packed configuration with

GM1 would contribute to the surface area of the tallest, striped

region. It should be noted the molecular configuration should

not be viewed as a static one, but rather the headgroup re-

gions of DPPC and GM1 can have different possible con-

formations. The space-filling model shown in Fig. 12 B is

thus only a first-order approximation to demonstrate how the

condensation of the lipid and the decrease of the tilt of the tail

group may occur. At low ganglioside concentration, to the

left side of the turnaround GM1 concentration as found in Fig.

2 B, or 9:1 DPPC/GM1, the condensed domains are composed

of well-packed DPPC/GM1 geometric complexes in equilib-

rium with condensed DPPC, whereas the excess DPPC re-

sides in the LE region.

Though there are numerous mentions in the literature of

the possibility of a hydrogen bonding network among the

headgroups of GM1, detailed NMR studies show that when

the headgroups are brought into close proximity of one an-

other in micellar form, there is no evidence of intermolecular

carbohydrate-carbohydrate interactions (50,51). Each gan-

glioside has a large shell of associated motion-restricted

water (;25–30 water molecules) around each headgroup that

could mediate long-range interactions among monomers and

not be detected by NMR experiments (52). Conversely, ESR

measurements of GM1 in phospholipid bilayers indicate that

the oligosaccharide headgroup is capable of forming inter-

molecular hydrogen bonds (15). A Fourier transform infrared

attenuated total reflection study provides evidence of inter-

molecular hydrogen bonding among the amide groups of the

sialic acid residues (53). Our results indicate that the driving

FIGURE 11 Model of DPPC and GM1 monolayer at the air-water inter-

face at low GM1 concentrations. Regions with DPPC/GM1 geometric

complexes have a thickness of 3.7 nm. The headgroup of GM1 is ;1.0 nm

longer than that of DPPC. The height difference between an ordered and a

disordered DPPC domain is ;0.7 nm.
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force to tightly pack the negatively charged headgroups is

large enough to induce entropically disfavored ordering of the

neighboring molecules. This is not the first study to show

condensation behavior in a mixture of a zwitterionic lipid with

a charged one. In mixtures of DPPC and phosphatidylinositol-

4,5-bis(phosphate) (PIP2), an acidic phospholipid with a net

charge of �3, differential scanning calorimetry and 1H-NMR

studies provided evidence of structured regions of DPPC/PIP2
complexes (54). Numerous studies performed on a binary sys-

tem of dimyristoyltrimethyl ammonium propane/dimyristoyl

phosphatidylcholine (DMTAP/DMPC) indicate that the ad-

dition of cationic lipid to a zwitterionic layer causes a con-

densation of the DMPC molecules neighboring the DMTAP

molecules. Through detailed molecular dynamics and theo-

retical studies, this effect had been attributed to a reorientation

of the dipole moment of the PC headgroup leading to elec-

trostatic attraction among the molecules (55–57). A parallel

computational analysis of the structural reorganization of the

headgroup regions of DPPC and GM1 and the subsequent driv-

ing force behind condensation is beyond the scope of this work.

Upon further addition of ganglioside resulting in a mixed

system on the ganglioside-rich side of the turnaround point in

the case of 7:3 and 5:5 DPPC/GM1, the GM1 rich stripes in the

C domains (as shown in Fig. 6 B) grow and merge together to

form a primarily single height entity. All excess GM1 resides

in the LE phase, resulting in fluidization of the monolayer as

more GM1 is added. Past the turnaround point, all of the

DPPC molecules located in the monolayer have formed

condensed geometric complexes with GM1 in the ideal case,

resulting in a well-ordered domain 3.7 nm in height. The

complex height found in the GM1 rich monolayers (7:3 and

5:5 DPPC/GM1) is taller than that found in the 9:1 DPPC/GM1

case, because all of the gangliosides found in the C domains

have been optimally surrounded with the necessary number

of DPPC molecules, thus further decreasing tail tilt and

possibly resulting in the extension of the headgroup. The

DPPC spacer is estimated to affect the headgroup region as

well, as the 1 nm gain in height compared to pure GM1 may

not stem only from decreasing the tilt in the tail region;

preliminary x-ray reflectivity results support this assumption

(S. L. Frey, unpublished data). Based on our tight packing

hypothesis, the position of the turnaround point, or alterna-

tively the number of DPPC molecules necessary to pack with

GM1, is defined by the relative cross-sectional area of each

molecule. Therefore, a ganglioside with a smaller cross-

sectional area should require fewer DPPCmolecules to form a

well-packed condensed phase. Preliminary data from a mixed

monolayer system of DPPC and GA1—a ganglioside identical

in structure to GM1 except the sialic acid residue is removed

and therefore has a narrower cross-sectional area—support this

argument (S. L. Frey, unpublished data). Alternatively, a

phospholipid with a smaller cross-sectional area will require a

greater number of lipids to form a geometric complex structure

with GM1. A parallel series of experiments with DMPE is in

progress to test the effect of the phospholipid headgroup. Since

the results from the binary mixtures of DPPC and GA1 (an

uncharged gangslioside) also show a turnaround behavior with

condensation at low concentrations of added ganglioside and

expansion of the monolayer at high concentrations, this effect

is not primarily governed by the electrostatics of the ganglio-

side headgroup. This suggests that intramolecular hydrogen

bonding among the GM1 headgroups and also between DPPC

and GM1 is a driving force of the condensation effect, whereas

the overall respective size of the headgroups dictate the ge-

ometry of packing.

To the right side of the turnaround point, all excess mol-

ecules are theoretically ganglioside. In the 7:3 DPPC/GM1

monolayer, small islands of GM1-rich condensed geometric

complex domains (3.7 nm in height) spread into the LE

phase, which is primarily composed of a material with the

same characteristics and 2 nm height as fluid ganglioside seen

in Fig. 5 B. At an even higher concentration of GM1, 5:5

DPPC/GM1, the depositedmonolayer globalmorphology looks

similar to that of the 7:3 mixture, except for a lower surface

area coverage of condensed domains due to there being less

total DPPC to form condensed complexes with GM1. There is

also an intermediate height (2.7 nm) component in the more

FIGURE 12 (A) Representation in terms of geometric shape of each pure

component in a monolayer at low surface pressure (;15 mN/m). When the

headgroups of each molecule sterically interact, the monolayer remains disor-

dered, or fluid, due to the smaller cross-sectional area of the tail region that

allows conformational freedomof the hydrocarbon chains (indicated by the two

arrows about the tail region). (B) Space-filling model of DPPC and GM1 in a

close-packedor condensed arrangement.Note how the two differentmolecules,

each fluid when in a pure monolayer as shown in A, can geometrically pack to

reduce mobility in the tail region, causing condensed domains to form.
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fluid, LE phase that can be attributed, based on its total

height, to excess GM1 upon deposition.

To obtain a more detailed molecular picture of the inter-

actions of DPPC with the ganglioside GM1, GIXD was per-

formed on pure and mixed monolayers at the air-water

interface. At a low surface pressure of 15 mN/m, neither of

the individual components exhibited crystalline order as

evidenced by a lack of Bragg peaks. Combining the two

components at various mole ratios ranging upward from a

biologically relevant 5 mol % GM1 resulted in a binary

mixture that had lateral order, reflected by discernable Bragg

peaks. The intensity of the Bragg peaks is indicative of the

relative area of crystalline scattering centers in the x-ray

beam footprint. Since the point of minimum area (the turn-

around point) in the additivity plot (Fig. 2 B) defines the

stoichiometry at which the monolayer is most condensed and

has the highest number of condensed DPPC/GM1 geometric

complexes, it follows that the highest integrated intensity of

the Bragg peaks should be and is seen in the 75:25 DPPC/

GM1 mixture. At higher surface pressures of 23 and 30 mN/

m, a DPPC monolayer exhibits order with a distorted hex-

agonal unit cell. GIXD experiments performed on a DPPC

monolayer compressed to 30 mN/m, but at a lower temper-

ature of 15�C were able to distinguish two peaks within our

broad peak at Qxy ¼ 1.36 Å�1 for a total of three peaks (58).

Comparison of the GIXD spectra from the 75:25 DPPC/GM1

monolayer clearly shows that inclusion of GM1 leads to a

higher surface area coverage of condensed phase as evi-

denced by the increased integrated scattering intensity. Fur-

thermore, the addition of GM1 also alters the geometry of the

molecular unit cell to a well-discerned oblique lattice stem-

ming from three well-resolved Bragg peaks. These results

vary from those ofMajewski et al., who used GIXD and x-ray

reflectivity to show that inclusion of GM1 in a DPPE mono-

layer did not affect the packing structure of the phospholipid

monolayers (39). In those experiments, performed at 23�C,
DPPE is below its triple point and already exists in a con-

densed phase at 45 mN/m where the GIXD spectra were

taken. This is in contrast to our experiments, where DPPC

can exist as a fluid or a condensed monolayer at 30�C, de-
pending on the surface pressure.

To determine the structural aspects of the ganglioside

molecule that contribute to its unique geometric complex

formation with DPPC, isotherms were obtained for binary

mixtures of DPPC with CM, the backbone of GM1. The CM

molecule headgroup region contains both hydrogen bond

donors and acceptors as compared to a phospholipid head-

group that has only hydrogen bond donors. Therefore, CM

can form a network of hydrogen bonds, causing the pure

monolayer to be completely condensed upon liftoff. Al-

though GM1 has a CM backbone, the large cross-sectional

area of its headgroup as compared to the tail region prevents

the molecules from packing into crystalline domains. At low

surface pressures, CM serves to condense DPPC at all binary

ratios as seen by the isotherms and the formation of con-

densed domains at a surface pressure of 0 mN/m for all

mixtures. Surface pressure measurements on DPPC/CM 3 (a

molecule structurally related to CM) monolayers have shown

a negative deviation of the average area per molecule from

the ideal mixing relation, suggesting an attractive interaction

(59). Additivity plots show that at higher surface pressures of

30 mN/m, DPPC and CM mix ideally. This can be explained

by the orientation of the individual molecules in their re-

spective pure states. At low pressure, the tail region of a pure

DPPC monolayer is tilted as it is in a disordered phase, and

the tilt angle reduces upon compression to higher pressures

when the acyl chains align. In the absence of a headgroup,

CM can be thought of as having an inverted wedge shape,

and as already discussed above, CM forms condensed phase

upon liftoff. When CM is added to DPPC, CMmolecules can

intercalate between the once-disordered DPPC tail region,

forcing the DPPC tails to condense at low pressures. As the

DPPC molecules already are in the condensed phase at high

surface pressure with the tilt of the tail group much reduced,

the condensing effect of CM observed at low pressures dis-

appears and the binary system appears to mix ideally. Our

results echo those of Massey, who used a fluorescence probe

technique to show addition of CM to DPPC bilayers resulted

in the ordering of the phospholipid acyl chain region with the

magnitude of change dependent on the CM composition

within the bilayer (60).

To model the effect of steric crowding arising from the

headgroup of GM1, a PEGylated CMmolecule, CM-EO16, was

used. In contrast to GM1, pure monolayers of CM-EO16 were

not entirely fluid—C domains formed at 13 mN/m. This is

because at a high area permolecule, the polymer chain attached

to the CM backbone resides at the surface, but at liftoff when

the molecules can sense one another, the polymer is pushed

into the subphase, giving rise to a pancake-to-mushroom shape

transition (61). Upon further lateral compression, the polymer

chain attachments are crowded in the subphase and stretch out

to avoid neighboring chains; this transition to a brush structure

allows the CM portion of the molecule to hydrogen bond and

form condensed domains. For a related PEGylated lipid, dis-

tearoylphosphatidylethanolamine-EO16, no domain formation

or structuring within the monolayer at the air-water interface

was observed using fluorescence or Brewster angle micros-

copy (43), indicating that the CM portion of the molecule is

responsible for condensed domains. At concentrations .40

mol % CM-EO16, the surface pressure at which domains form

is identical to that of the pure CM-EO16. There are two main

opposing forces associated with domain formation in a pure

CM-EO16 monolayer: the CM backbone that will form hy-

drogen bonds and therefore promote domain formation, and

the polymer chains that will cause steric hindrance among the

molecules when they become close and discourage formation

of domains. When mixed with DPPC, the CM backbones and

the corresponding polymer chains are spread further apart on

average. This means that less energy is necessary to separate

the polymer chains on the one hand, but on the other hand,
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there are also fewer CM backbones to hydrogen bond. At low

concentrations of CM-EO16, the PEGylated molecules are

spaced far apart from one another, allowing the polymer region

to delay the brush transition until the film reaches a higher

surface pressure compared to that found in a pure CM-EO16

film. As the concentration of CM-EO16 is increased, the delay

for the brush transition is correspondingly reduced. When a

ratio of 6:4 DPPC/CM-EO16 is reached, further addition of

CM-EO16 causes the binary system to form condensed do-

mains at the same surface pressure as that of a pure CM-EO16

film, indicating that at this high concentration of PEGylated

lipids, the polymer headgroup interaction is similar to that

found in a pure CM-EO16 monolayer. In contrast to GM1,

mixtures of DPPC and CM-EO16 mix ideally at all concen-

trations and pressures, showing that the addition of a flexible,

but sterically bulky headgroup to a CM backbone does not

approximate the effects of the rigid sugar headgroup of the

ganglioside.

Specialized membrane domains composed of phospho-

lipids, glycolipids, and cholesterol, commonly referred to as

lipid rafts, are thought to play a role in a diverse range of

cellular processes, from membrane trafficking to signaling

through specific membrane-protein interactions within the

raft microdomain. With all the current interests in lipid raft

mixtures, there have been numerous studies about how cho-

lesterol serves as a molecular spacer within the liquid ordered

phase of ternary mixtures. Our work here provides evidence

that ganglioside GM1, which is also found to be enriched in

lipid rafts, alters the phase behavior of neighboring saturated

phospholipid molecules, causing a condensation at biologi-

cally relevant concentrations as well as altering the phos-

pholipid molecular packing within the condensed domain.
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